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Abstract: The dawn of the 21st century saw the emergence of a number of technologies which not only
revolutionized human lives but also opened new avenues of research. Semantic Web technology is one of
the technologies which attracted tremendous research attention around the globe. To successfully implement
Semantic Web, technologies have been developed to effectively represent, create, and navigate metadata
relationship among the Web resources. Resource Description Framework (RDF) and Topic Maps (TMs)
emerged as the leading technologies of the newly envisioned Semantic Web. RDF and TMs are independent
technologies using different mechanisms to represent semantic relationships between the Web resources.
A number of serialization formats have been investigated by the researchers in the past few years for
successful storage and transmission of RDF and TMs data. However, different representation mechanisms
and serialization formats result into the problem of interoperability, potentially resulting in the division of
the Semantic Web into two islands. This paper presents a comprehensive survey of the available serialization
formats of RDF and TMs by categorizing, analysing, and evaluating them using a set of criteria. For
evaluation purpose, simple book ontology is developed in both RDF and TMs formats. It has been observed
that serialization formats vary in different aspects but are powerful enough to encode their respective data
models and the interoperability among them is possible, subject to some additional effort. This investigation
provides a compact platform for researchers to solve the interoperability problem among serialization formats
to accelerate the growth of Semantic Web.
Keywords: Serialization, Semantic Web, Resource Description Framework (RDF), Topic Maps (TM),
Extensible Markup Language (XML)

1. INTRODUCTION
The World Wide Web (WWW) [1] is an Internet
system in which billions of web pages containing
text, images, audio and videos are interlinked with
each other through hypermedia links. Despite of all
of the efforts for the perfection, advancement and
widespread use, the information in the current Web
is still presented in human readable format with lack
of any semantic and annotation capabilities, enough
for machines to deduce any new information from
the existing by its own [2]. Today huge amount of
information is available on the Web in different
structural formats imposing the burden of retrieving
and interpreting of relevant information on the users.

Thus, making users overwhelmed while searching
IRUVSHFL¿FLQIRUPDWLRQ
To overcome the limitations of the current
Web, Tim-Berner-Lee1 (inventor of the WWW)
coined the idea of Semantic Web, also known as
the modern Web. Semantic Web is an extension of
the current Web, insisting the creation of implicit
and meaningful relationships among the Web
resource in a manner to be directly understandable
by the machines [3]. In Semantic Web, machines
will integrate information, apply computation on
the information, and organize them into a format
to be reusable across wide array of domains. Thus,
will establish an environment where people and
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machines will function in cooperation and will
make the availability of right information at the
right time and the right place possible.
The vision of Semantic Web revolutionized
Web by taking it into new avenues of research.
To light the lamp, researchers around the globe
put forwarded their contributions for turning the
Semantic Web vision into reality. To achieve the
goals of Semantic Web, a list of technologies were
proposed by the research communities which will
not only help in understanding Semantic Web but
will also accelerate the development rate of Semantic
Web applications. Among the other technologies,
Resource Description Framework (RDF) and Topic
Maps (TMs) technologies developed respectively by
W3C2 and ISO3 served as the backbone of Semantic
Web and gained high level of popularity. An RDF
model represents metadata enabled relationships
among web resource in an explicit and precise
manner to be easily interpretable by the machines
[4]. Each RDF model is composed of statements
where each statement relates two Web resources by
using the analogy of subject, predicate, and object.
The idea of Topic Maps was originally developed
for the representation of back of the book index
construction [5]. The original idea of Topic Maps
was further extended by the researchers and used
it for wider applications like to represent exchange
and convey knowledge on the Semantic Web.
Information in Topic Maps are represented in the
form of topic, associations between topics and their
occurrences.
Serialization is the process in which data in
one format is semantically converted into another
format for the storage and transmission purpose[6].
The convertible data can be reused later in
another computing environment, regardless of any
change in the original data format. It is due to the
serialization that different types of data formats can
be stored and run on different hardware platform
regardless of their underlying architecture, thus,
promoting interoperability. Serialization also
provides simplicity and common I/O interface
to store and transform data from one format to
another. XML provides persistent method for the
interchange of data on the web to be stored or
————————
2
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communicated regardless of the programming
languages in a human readable format [7]. A
number of serialization formats are proposed by the
research communities, academia, and organizations
for RDF and TMs Semantic Web technologies with
the view of expressibility, easy to create, easy to
understand by both humans and machines, and take
less network bandwidth while in transmission.
While being overwhelmed with a number
of serialization formats, it is rather cumbersome
for researchers and users to select an appropriate
RQH DQG ¿QG VROXWLRQV WR SUREOHP RI WKHLU LQWHU
conversion. This research paper is aimed to provide
a comprehensive overview and analysis of the
available RDF and Topic Maps serializations
formats, covering all of their possible aspects, and
pros and cons. Main contributions of the paper are:
x The topic is almost unique in its integrity and
opens new area of research.
x To provide a compact platform for the users and
researchers to grab almost all of the relevant
possible information about the topic in a single
document.
x To organize and classify the available literature
about the topic in an attractive manner to catch
and boost interest of the new researchers in the
area and take them into new avenues of research.
x 7R EULHÀ\ H[SODLQ DQG DQDO\]H WKH DYDLODEOH
serialization formats which are currently available
in various domains and with their success stories
and common reasons of failure.
x Gaining practical experience of inter-converting
serialization formats belonging to the two
Semantic Web islands.
2. EVALUATION FRAMEWORK AND
METHODOLOGY
A serialization format is a way of encoding
LQIRUPDWLRQ WKDW FDQ EH VWRUHG HJ LQ D ¿OH RU
memory buffer) so that, when passed between
machines, it can be parsed and understand, and
reconstructed in the same or another computing
environment. Resource Description Framework
(RDF) and Topic Maps (TMs) technologies,
IXO¿OOLQJ WKH YLVLRQ RI 6HPDQWLF :HE HQULFK WKH
scattered resources in the Web with metadata
to solve the problem of knowledge sharing
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and integration. Although RDF and TMs are
independent technologies from different standard
organizations but their goal is the same, which is
to represent the semantic relationship between
web resources. RDF and Topic Maps data needs
WR EH VWRUHG LQ D GDWD VWUXFWXUH LH ¿OH IRUPDW 
which can be transmitted through a network to be
used in another computing environment without
changing in the original data format. The notions
used to record RDF and Topic Maps data in a data
structure is called serialization format. Practically,
serialization format and RDF/Topic Maps are two

different things. A serialization format describes
an encoding technique of information, whereas, a
RDF/Topic Map represents a mental conceptual
data model of information in a domain. But, to
make a RDF/Topic Map data model understandable
to both humans and computers (especially), it
needs to be represented in a serialization format. In
other words, serialization is like the grammar of a
language, while the data model is the informational
content behind words. For example, the word
“Green” spoken aloud in English is the serialization,
ZKLOHDGDWDPRGHOLVDZD\WRGH¿QHWKHFRQFHSWRI

Table 1. Detailed analysis and evaluation of Resource Description Framework serialization formats using
set of criteria.
Category

Serialization

Exp/Comp

Simplicity

Compactness

Tools
Supp.

Applicability

Remarks

XML

RDF/XML

Very High

Simple
and user
friendlyz

Less Compact

Available

Small scale
and large scale

Merge and interchange information from multiple sources, Used to
create ontologies, Can be used with
relational databases and RSS, Hard
IRUPDW'LI¿FXOWWRLPSOHPHQW1RW
processable with some standard
XML tools.

TriX

High

Simple
syntax

Compact

Available

Small scale

Represent RDF graph more consistently using XSLT, and Xquery,
due to which processing speed is
high and concise, Syntax can be
extensible to represent any type of
RDF graph, Verbose and poor human readable un-extended syntax,
,QHI¿FLHQWWUDQVIRUPDWLRQ/DFNRI
hierarchy template match

N3

Medium

Simple and
can easily
parsed

Highly Compact

Available

Small scale
and large scale

De facto standard, Optimize the
logic and inference mechanism,
Compact, persistent and readable
syntax, Shorten absolute URI, Reduce verbose nature as compared
to RDF/XML, Unknown and long
term stability, Clear requirements
for correlations of different features
of N3 in RDF/XML format

N-Triple

High

Simple and
easier to
read and
write

Less Compact

Available

Large scale

Automated processing during the
comparison of the actual results
with our desired results, Store and
transform RDF graph(Triples) data
in plain text and lines, Easily processable with N3 and Turtle tools,
Line by line Parsing, Redundancy
in code and Lack of support for
nested resources

Turtle

High

Very
Simple

Highly Compact

Available

Large scale

Contains all the capabilities of NTriple, Compatible with N3, Encode
any type of RDF graph, Greater
conciseness and human readability,
Used with the popular tools and API
OLNH-HQDDQG2:/$3,5HL¿FDWLRQ
of complex expressions and translations of OWL axioms into triples
LVGLI¿FXOW

Non-XML
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Table 2. Detailed analysis and evaluation of Topic Maps serialization formats using set of criteria.
Category

Serialization

Exp/Comp

Simplicity

Compactness

XML

XTM

Very High

Simple

Not so Compact

CXTM

High

Complex

Less Compact

Available

HyTime

Medium

Simple

Not Compact

Available To any type of Provides an abstract facility for
Hypermedia the TM paradigm to be expressed
in SGML, Link and organized
related topics which are time and
VSDFHFULWLFDO)XO¿OOWKHQHHGVRI
addressing in a convenient way,
General purpose and abstract
standard

CTM

Very High

Simple

Highly Compact

Available Small and large Short and simple text based
scale
notation, Represent the syntax
of TMQL and TMCL precisely,
(I¿FLHQWSDUVLQJPHFKDQLVP1HHG
special parser for TM constructs,
/DFNRIVXSSRUWIRULWHPLGHQWL¿HUV
in TM constructs that are not topics

GTM

High

Simple

Highly Compact

Not
Small and large Easily modeled, presented and
Available
scale
communicated between users Due
to visual nature, Create similar view
on TM for programmers, Can be
used with UML in a single model
yielding high level performance,
Weak due to the separation of two
levels one for TMDM and another
for TMCL

LTM

Low

Simple

Highly Compact

Available

Non XML

“Green” such that it is unambiguous whether you
say “Green” or “Verde” or think about the color of a
leaf [8]. A data model is an abstract model – it does
not matter how one represent it as long as one stay
true to its abstract properties. A serialization format
typically encodes the information provided by the
associated data modeling technology. To win the
race, both of the competitors RDF and Topic Maps
supports a variety of serialization formats varying in

Tools
Supp.

Applicability

Remarks

Available Small and large Advance features than SGML,
scale
Flexible, user friendly,
easily represent Knowledge
Representation and navigation,
Implemented on web browser,
Cannot fully represent the whole
Topic Maps paradigm, Occupy large
space, Less effective in semantic
integration and interoperability of
Topic Maps constructs.
Small scale

Small scale

Provide test suite for testing
different TM technology, Directly
compare the two data structures,
Provide more reliability then other
formats, It is only the variation of
XTM used for the judgment of two
TMDM

Simple and text based, Can be
converted into XTM format,
(I¿FLHQWDQGWDNHOHVVVSDFH8VHU
friendly and compact syntax, Not
yet standardized, Superseded by
CTM, Unsuccessful when come to
the large TM

different aspects such as readability, expressibility,
and compactness etc. for their data representation.
However, a serialization format providing excellent
overall results will not only help to boot the
associated technology in the race but eventually the
Semantic Web technology. In this paper, to give
insight knowledge and understanding of the on
hand RDF and Topic Maps serialization formats,
they are evaluated against a set of criteria including
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xml and non-xml, expressibility and computability,
simplicity, applicability, compactness, tools and
APIs support, and remarks. In order to compare
the different serialization formats, simple book
ontology is developed and serialized into different
RDF and Topic Maps serialization formats to derive
conclusions for the criteria (Table. 1 and Table.
2). Our book ontology covers most of the basic
information related to a book as well as properties
(.i.e., data properties and object properties), and
objects. The overall ontological graphs in RDF
and Topic Maps are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2,
respectively.
x XML-base and non-XML-based: RDF and Topic
0DSVVHULDOL]DWLRQIRUPDWVFDQEHFODVVL¿HGLQWR
XML-based and non-XML-based. XML was
WKH ¿UVW VHULDOL]DWLRQ IRUPDW XVHG WR SURGXFH
text-based encoding which could not only be
readable by humans and machines but could
also be communicated between disjoint systems
regardless of programming languages. XMLbased encoding, however, lost more compact
byte-stream-based encoding but the recent
advancements in storage and communication

Fig. 1. Minimized RDF graph of book ontology.
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FDSDELOLWLHVPDGH¿OHVL]HOHVVRIDFRQFHUQ%LQDU\
XML was proposed more compact than regular
XML but was not readable by plain-text editors
and could not be exchanged between disjoint
systems. Non-XML serializations were designed
to be easier to write by hand and easier to follow
because of using notions (.i.e., tabular notion etc),
which encodes the underlying information in a
document to be easily recognizable as compared
to XML-based sterilizations. JavaScript syntax
based serialization: JSON is another more
compact and lightweight plain-text serialization
proposed as an alternative to XML-based
serialization.
x Expressibility: The expressiveness power of
a serialization format determines the level of
constructs and features (.i.e., syntactic sugars)
provided by the format to encode complex
information. A serialization format with high
expressive power is obviously a liked one but
often result in low computational performance.
Similarly, a highly expressive format can serialize
any type of data model either valid or invalid. For
example, Notion 3 and RDF/XML can serialize
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Fig. 2. Topic Maps schema of book ontology.
both valid and invalid RDF graphs but Turtle
can serialize only valid RDF graphs [9]. For a
useful serialization format to be rich enough to
satisfy user requirements comprehensively whilst
retaining good computational properties.
x Simplicity: The simplicity of a serialization
IRUPDW GH¿QHV KRZ KXPDQH WKH IRUPDW LV HDV\
to understand by both humans and machines,
quite readable/editable in raw form by humans,
and relatively compact. However, compactness
is not the critical requirement for simplicity
because some serialization formats are quite
simple but verbose such as N-Triples is a very
simple but verbose serialization for RDF graphs
[10]. Similarly, simplicity should not come at
the cost of expressibility such as RDF/XML is
very simple user friendly and highly expressive
serialization format for RDF graphs.
x Compactness: The compactness of a serialization
format determines strength of the format to
encode maximum information in small number
of statements. The compactness of a serialization
format typically depend on the encoding type (.i.e.,
XML-base and non-XML-based). XML based

encodings are typically found more verbose (e.g.,
RDF/XML) and non-XML-based encodings are
typically found more compact (e.g., Turtle [9]) but
not necessarily (e.g., N-Triples [10]). XML-based
serializations were plagued with non-compactness
but current technological advancements in the
storage and communication facilities made it
of less concern. Compactness should not come
at the cost of expressiveness. A Serialization
format should be compact enough while retaining
the desired expressiveness level. Similarly,
simplicity should not be effect by compactness,
a serialization format should use various methods
to compact the data while still leaving it readable
[10]. However, majorly simplicity affects
compactness because compactness increases
complexity while decreasing simplicity (e.g.,
N-Triples, and RDF/XML). Furthermore, using
heavy compact encoding can impact encoders
and decoders performances negatively.
x Tools Support: For a serialization format to be
accepted by users needs strong support from
software tools and APIs paradigms. A tool or an
API provides an environment for users to create,
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Fig. 3.&ODVVL¿FDWLRQRI5')DQG7RSLF0DSVVHULDOL]DWLRQVIRUPDWV
store, edit, maintain, and visualize a data model
in a serialization format. However, hard coding
in serialization format directly is a cumbersome
task, therefore, tools and APIs should provide
graphical user interface for users to interact with
the data models in a click and play environment
while producing the resultant serialization code
automatically. For example, Protégé for RDF
data model, and Ontoa for Topic Maps. An editor
should support various serialization formats
enabling users to select the required one. The
more a serialization format is supported by the
tools and APIs, the higher will be its market
value.
x Applicability: The applicability of a serialization
format determines to address which scale of data
models: small scale or large scale. The scale of a
RDF model is measured by the number and types
of objects and relations, whereas, of Topic Maps
by the number and types of concepts, occurrences,
and associations. The higher the number of
ingredients the complex will be the model and
the higher the will be the scale. However, large
VFDOHPRGHOVDUHGLI¿FXOWWRFUHDWHDQGPDLQWDLQ
therefore, designers typically recommend a
VHULDOL]DWLRQ IRUPDW DSSOLFDWLRQ IRU D VSHFL¿F
scale level.
x Remarks: In addition to the above criteria, several
other features found during serialization formats
investigation are highlighted in the remarks.
3. TYPES OF SERIALIZATION
A number of RDF and Topic Maps serialization
formats are introduced by the Semantic Web
researchers in the past several years. The available

serialization formats of RDF and Topic Maps can
be broadly divided into two categories: XML based
and Non-XML based (as shown in Fig. 3) using
the structure of serialized documents. Serialization
formats belonging to both of the categories
SURYLGHVÀH[LELOLW\XVHUIULHQGOHVVDQGZHEFHQWULF
application syntax while keeping the expressive
power of both RDF and Topic Maps. Knowledge
representation and navigation can also be done
ZLWKVLPSOLFLW\DQGÀH[LELOLW\GXHWRLWVVXSSRUWIRU
different types of software and implementation on
multiple platforms.
2.1. Resource Description Framework
Serialization Formats
Resource Description Framework (RDF) represents
data in the form of graph model which is not
VXLWDEOHIRUVWRUDJHDQGPDQLSXODWLRQ7RHI¿FLHQWO\
store, transmit, manipulate, and reuse RDF data
on the Internet or in local computer several
types of serialization formats were researched
by the Semantic Web researchers with the aims
RI SURYLGLQJ ÀH[LELOLW\ DQG FRPSDFWQHVV 8VLQJ
the underlying serialization structures, they are
FODVVL¿HG LQWR ;0/ EDVHG DQG 1RQ;0/ EDVHG
serialization formats, as shown in Fig. 4.
2.1.1. XML Based Serialization
XML is a meta language standardized by the W3C,
which stores, structures, and relates the contents
of Web resources in a way to be easily accessible
and interpretable by the machines [11]. To easily
DQGHI¿FLHQWO\LQWHUFKDQJH5')GRFXPHQWVRQWKH
Semantic Web, XML based Serialization like RDF/
XML and Triples in XML (TriX) etc have been
introduced by the Semantic Web researchers.
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Fig. 4.&ODVVL¿FDWLRQRI5')VHULDOL]DWLRQIRUPDWV
RDF/XML: RDF/XML is W3C standardized
serialization format for the merging and
interchangeability of information from multiple
sources. Web resources can be expressed more
meaningfully by RDF/XML Serialization. The
expressive power of RDF/XML is much high, and
the syntax is computable, simple, and user friendly.
The parsing mechanism is quick and produces
WKH RXWSXW ¿OHV LQ WKH VDPH RU DQRWKHU IRUPDW E\
serializing the RDF triples [12]. One of the reasons
of its popularity is the availability of numerous
visual editing tools written in Java, like IsaViz
etc [13]. As compared to other RDF serialization
formats (e.g., N3, and Turtle, etc), RDF/XML
based documents are less compact due to being
lengthy, and larger in sizes [14]. But, on the other
are more readable, easy to understand, and easy to
implement as compared to them. Although RDF/
;0/ LV PRUH ÀH[LEOH SURYLGLQJ RSSRUWXQLWLHV IRU
representing RDF resource in multiple of ways, but
results into making the syntax and format hard to
read and implement [15]. Therefore, sometimes it
is not processable with standard XML tools and
FUHDWHVGLI¿FXOW\ZKLOHLPSOHPHQWLQJVRPHJHQHUDO
types of RDF Graphs.
Triples in XML (TriX): TriX is a XML based
serialization format which represents RDF
graph (subject, predicate, and object) in a highly
consistent and normalized way [16]. The reason of
its high consistency and normalization is due to the
use of XML tools like XSLT4, and Xquery5 etc for
the manipulation of RDF graphs. TriX can express
and serialize RDF named graphs as well, which are
the combination of various RDF graphs in a single
document represented by URIs. The syntax of TriX
————————
4
5

http://www.w3schools.com/xsl/
http://www.w3schools.com/xquery/default.asp

is more user friendly due to its unique features:
relative URIs, and qnames. These features establish
an environment where RDF documents can be
easily read and write by eliminating redundant
information and easing URI abbreviation.
Supporting XSLT, TriX provides extensible syntax
to express, represent and manipulate RDF graphs
[16]. On the negative side, the syntax of TriX is
incoherent and un-extended, therefore, decreases
human readability. Despite of the fact that TriX
documents are translatable using XSLT, but due to
LWVODFNRIHI¿FLHQF\IRUKLHUDUFKDOUHSUHVHQWDWLRQ
each pattern match must query the entire document.
2.1.2. Non-XML Based Serialization
Although XML is well enough to provide
interoperability, and platform independency but it
suffers from numerous problems majoring that XML
documents are normally larger in size by containing
a number of words, which will not only create
problems while transmission but will also severely
effect human readability and understandability. To
HOLPLQDWH WKHVH SUREOHPV UHVHDUFKHUV WULHG WR ¿QG
another way of representing RDF documents which
is SGML. In the past several years, a wide array
of non-XML based (SGML based) serialization
formats for RDF documents including Notation-3
(N3), N-Triple, Terse RDF Triple Language (Turtle)
are introduced by the research communities. It is
argued that they have the potential to overcome the
OLPLWDWLRQV DQG LQ VSHFL¿F WKH YHUERVH QDWXUH RI
XML based serialization.
Notation-3 (N3): N3 is a de-facto standard developed
by Tim Berners Lee and published by W3C in 2008
[17]. The basic idea was to optimize the logic and
inference mechanism as compared to the other
notations. The main reason behind the popularity of
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N3 is because of its compactness, readability, and
following many key features of Semantic Web not
available in RDF/XML [18]. The distinguishable
features of N3 include its simple and persistent
syntax, expressive power, and ability to abbreviate
85,VXVLQJSUH¿[HV7KHH[SUHVVLYHSRZHURI1LQ
open web based environment is high and can express
rules and logic by combining RDF properties with
N3’s extensions of RDF by including variables and
nested graphs. The development of N3 notation for
RDF has optimized the computability of data and
logic due to its short notation and abbreviations
used for representing RDF graph. N3 can parse
RDF data quickly while its syntax is compact and
can also be extended for much wider applications.
1IRUPDWKDVORZUHGXQGDQF\GHVFULEH85,SUH¿[
DW WKH EHJLQQLQJ RI ¿OH VKRUWKDQG QRWDWLRQV DUH
available in it and provides an abbreviation for both
85,SUH¿[HVDQGEDVH85,6HYHUDOW\SHVRIYLVXDO
and text editors and convertors are available for N3
which can create, edit and convert N3 document
into another format both online and locally inside
the system. The unknown and long term stability
of N3 and its clear requirements for correlations of
different features of N3 in RDF/XML format is the
main limitation of this format [18]. The power of
N3 is also limited in a situation when a user wants
WRPDNHDVWDWHPHQWDERXWVWDWHPHQW UHL¿FDWLRQ 
N-Triple: Dave Beckett at the University of Bristol
and Art Barstow at the W3C developed serialization
format called N-Triple to solve the problem of
automated processing while comparing the actual
results with desired results [19]. RDF graph data can
be stored and transmitted in N-Triple serialization
format in the form of plain text and line. N-Triple
syntax is easier to read and write and represents
a single triple (subject, predicate and object) in a
single line. N-triple is suitable in a situation when
user want to store millions of triples. Although this
serialization format is the subset of N3 and Turtle,
however, it is easier to generate, merge, and parse in
memory as compared to its predecessors. N-Triple
serialization format can express RDF test cases
and describe the association between RDF/XML
serialization and the RDF abstract syntax. Parsing
LVDOVRGRQHLQ17ULSOH¿OHOLQHE\OLQHDQGDODUJH
¿OHZKLFKFDQQRW¿WLQWRPDLQPHPRU\DWRQFHFDQ
be loaded one line at a time [20]. However, N-Triple
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is not as compact as RDF/XML and Turtle due to its
lack of support for nested resources and elimination
of repetitions of the resources URIs.
Terse RDF Triple Language (Turtle): Turtle is a
W3C’s recommendation for representing almost
every type of RDF graph data in a plain and compact
text format [21]. Turtle is the extension of N-Triple
and subset of N3, therefore, supporting any system
which N3 and N-Triple supports. Turtle represents
triples in the form of <subject >, <relationship>, and
<object>. Some of the most promising features of
Turtle includes high expressive power, user friendly
than RDF/XML, and the availability of open
source online editors and conversion tools. Apart
from them popularity of Turtle serialization can
be attributed to its wider use, greater conciseness,
human readability, ease of generation, and use by
the popular tools and APIs including Jena and OWL
API[22]. Turtle suffers from the same limitations
as RDF/XML having triple based syntax, where
UHL¿FDWLRQ EHFRPHV QHFHVVDU\ ZKLOH WUDQVODWLQJ
complex expressions and OWL axioms into triples.
Thus, makes the resulting RDF document more
disruptive and unpleasant.
2.2. Topic Maps Serialization Formats
In Topic Maps serialization (TMs), data is
semantically converted into a suitable format to be
stored and transmitted over Internet and reused in a
different computing environment, without requiring
any change in the original data format. Topic Maps
can be represented in a number of serialization
formats including XTM, CTM, TM/XML, and
LTM etc (as shown in Fig. 5), which could be
exported into another computing environment
conveniently. A number of applications (e.g.,
TM4J6, and Wandora7 etc) have been invented by
the research communities which not only facilitate
representing Topic Maps data in afore mentioned
serialization formats but also provides consistent
methods for interchanging data from one format
into another. Using the underlying serialization
structures, Topic Maps serialization formats are
FODVVL¿HG LQWR WZR EURDG FDWHJRULHV ;0/ EDVHG
and non-XML based.
————————
6
7

http://tm4j.org/
http://www.wandora.org/www/
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Fig. 5.&ODVVL¿FDWLRQRI7RSLF0DSVVHULDOL]DWLRQIRUPDWV
2.2.1. XML Based Serialization
XML based Serialization provides an HI¿FLHQW
easily implementable, and easily interchangeable
syntax for Topic Maps documents, due to fact of
its working on the lower layer of Topic Maps and
direct insertion of any XML tag into Topic Maps
information source. A number of XML oriented
serialization formats are available, with the
capability of smooth interchange of Topic Maps
data into another format.
XML Topic
Maps
(XTM):
Knowledge
Representation in SGML Topic Maps was suffered
IRU QXPHURXV SUREOHPV LQFOXGLQJ GLI¿FXOW WR
understand and create, application dependent, and
lack of interchangeability. Therefore, a group of
researchers in topicmaps.org developed a new
syntax with more advanced features than SGML,
called XTM 1.0 (XML Topic Maps version 1.0),
which uses XML as a storage method and URL for
OLQNLQJ DQG UHIHUHQFHV >@ 'XH WR LWV ÀH[LELOLW\
software support, and accessible in diverse domains
and platform, XTM was standardized by ISO and
published as XTM DTD8 in October 2001. The
prominent features of XTM includes simplicity,
RSHQ DUFKLWHFWXUH ÀH[LELOLW\ XVHU IULHQGO\ ZHE
centric applications syntax, high expressive power,
high level of computability, and the availability
of editing and conversions tools [24]. XTM is
inherently implemented in the web browser,
therefore, knowledge representation, accessibility,
and navigation on the Web across applications can
be easily done irrespective of scale. The automatic
translation process of XTM is made simple by the
availability of CAT9 tool, Translation Management
System (TMS)10 tool, and its support for all common
————————
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¿OH W\SHV %HVLGH VHYHUDO DGYDQWDJHV SURYLGHG E\
XTM for its users to create Topic Maps for the
World Wide Web, XTM suffers from a number
of problems including cannot fully represent the
whole Topic Maps paradigm, less compact due to
the verbose nature of XML, occupy large space
as compared with other Topic Maps serialization
formats, and not so much effective in semantic
integration and interoperability of Topic Maps
constructs [25].
Canonicalization of XML Topic Maps (CXTM):
CXTM was developed to overcome the lack
of canonicalization in XTM serialization.
Canonicalization can be used for immediate
FRPSDULVRQRIWZRGDWDPRGHOLQVWDQFHVWR¿QGRXW
correspondence and equality by comparing their
canonical serialization [26]. CXTM is XML based
serialization format standardized by the ISO/IEC-4
in 2009. The unique feature which distinguishes it
from XTM is that the instances of two corresponding
Topic Maps data models will generate byte by
byte identical serializations at every time and the
two Topic Maps data models dissimilar instances
will generate different serialization [27]. Test
suite for testing different Topic Maps technologies
to show the existence of some particular set of
behaviours can be effectively created using CXTM.
The availability of editing and conversion tools
makes the reading, writing, and parsing of CXTM
documents pretty much easy. Despite of its good
aspects, CXTM is very complex to understand, and
is not user friendly. CXTM is only a variation of
XTM useful for comparing two Topic Maps data
models, which could be done with XTM, indeed.
2.2.2. Non XML Based Serialization
To overcome the limitations and the verbose nature
of XML based serialization, several types of non
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XML serialization formats have been researched
for the interchange of Topic Maps data into another
format.
Linear Topic Map (LTM): LTM serialization
format for Topic Maps was developed by Ontopia11
LQ  DQG UH¿QHG E\ /DUV 0DULXV *DUVKRO
[28]. LTM provide a unique Topic Maps textual
editor, which isolates users from the syntactical
details of the interchange format unlike that of
;70 5HSUHVHQWDWLRQ RI /70 LV VLPSOH HI¿FLHQW
and takes less space as compared to XTM. This
interchange syntax is suitable for small scale Topic
Maps constructs especially for personal use like
email and chat discussions etc. The computability
of LTM is ideal, the syntax is compact, and simple,
having user friendly interface as compared to XTM,
HDVLO\FRQYHUWLEOHWR;70IRUPDWDQGKDVHI¿FLHQW
parsing mechanism. The expressive power of LTM
is low than XTM because of its lack of representing
the whole Topic Maps data model [29]. LTM did
not succeeded in obtaining standard from any
RI¿FLDOERG\ LH,62HWF WKHUHIRUHVXSHUVHGHG
by another Topic Maps serialization format called
CTM12.
Hypermedia/Time-based Structuring Language
(HyTime): HyTime is another ISO standard
interchange format for Topic Maps, based on
SGML (Standard Generalize Mark-up Language, a
language which describe the contents of documents
rather than its look) [30]. HyTime provides an
abstract facility for the Topic Maps paradigm to
be expressed in SGML format. Originally HyTime
was used to link and organize related topics which
are time and space critical, but later on used for
any types of Topic Maps representation as well.
The expressive power of HyTime is much better,
therefore, any sort of virtual notation can be used
to express addressing [31]. The architecture of
+\7LPH LV ÀH[LEOH SURYLGLQJ VLPSOH DQG XVHU
IULHQGO\ZD\VIRUGH¿QLQJQHZDSSOLFDWLRQVKDYLQJ
HI¿FLHQW SDUVLQJ PHFKDQLVP SURYLGHV FRQYHQLHQW
ZD\WRIXO¿OOWKHDGGUHVVLQJQHHGVDQGDSSOLFDEOH
to any type of hypermedia concepts [32]. The main
limitation of HyTime is the lack of support for real
SGML because currently there are several SGML
————————
11
12

http://www.ontopia.net/
http://www.isotopicmaps.org/ctm/
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systems having limited capability for the support of
HyTime standard [33].
Compact Topic Maps (CTM): Compact Topic
Maps (CTM) is a text based notation standardized
by ISO for representing Topic Maps data. CTM
replaces LTM and AsTMa because of its compact
syntax and unique feature of supporting TMQL’s
insert operation [34]. CTM provides several
features including its short and simple notation,
easy and maximum readability, and providing a
common background for TMCL and TMQL. Due
to these features CTM can represent any type of
Topic Maps resources and their relationships as a
simple test pattern. The CTM notation uses CTM
processor for the precise computation, enabling
users to interact with Topic Maps and perform
several data operations such as evaluation, editing,
and changing etc. according to user’s rights on data.
7KHHGLWLQJIDFLOLW\SURYLGHGE\&70LVHI¿FLHQW
the transformation and parsing mechanism is fast,
and supports all types of character encoding. The
limitations of CTM includes the need of special
parser for transforming Topic Maps constructs,
DQG WKH ODFN RI VXSSRUW IRU LWHP LGHQWL¿HUV LQ WKH
constructs which are not topics.
Graphical Notation for Topic Maps (GTM):
Standardized by the ISO, GTM was developed for
visual representation and creating similar views
of Topic Maps instances and ontologies. The
graphical modeling features of GTM are similar
to UML, represents topics and associations using
rectangles and edges respectively [35]. Names and
occurrences of topic’s classes are indicated in the
lower part of each rectangle. In GTM compositional
shapes are available for the representation of topics,
DVVRFLDWLRQV ODEHOV RFFXUUHQFHV DQG UHL¿FDWLRQ
[36]. Due to its visual notation and compact syntax
ontologies, TMDM and TMCL can be expressed and
understood easily while designing, explaining, and
instructing peoples. GTM is simple, user friendly,
easy to read in paper form, and can parsed into other
formats like XTM and LTM without any change in
its original information or addition of new elements.
GTM is applicable to both small scale and large
scale Topic Maps instance data and ontologies. The
unavailability of editors and authoring system, due
to its early stages of development is major problem
faced by the GTM users.
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4. COMPARISON OF RDF AND TOPIC
MAPS SERIALIZATIONS
$IWHUWKRURXJKDQDO\VLVLWLVQRWGLI¿FXOWWRGHFLGH
that both Resource Description Framework (RDF)
DQG7RSLF0DSV 70V DUHWKH¿QHVWH[DPSOHVRI
human’s efforts for representing objects/concepts
and their relationships/associations on the Web not
only in human readable form but for the machines
HTXDOO\  7R IXUWKHU UH¿QH WKH YLVLRQ UHVHDUFKHUV
contributed their massive efforts in developing
unique and powerful serializations formats not only
WRHQVXUHLQWHURSHUDELOLW\EXWWRSURYLGHÀH[LELOLW\
and strength at extreme levels. In the preceding
sections of this paper, the available serialization
formats for both of the technologies are highlighted
LQH[WUHPH7RIXUWKHUUH¿QHWKHLGHDDQGLQFUHDVH
the strength of understanding, the discussed RDF
and Topic Maps serializations are evaluated using
the evaluation criteria describe in section 2.
A detail comparison of the main features of
the RDF serializations is presented in Table 1. It is
obvious from the table that every serialization format
has their own capability to describe RDF graphs
in their own formats. However, as a conclusion of
analysis, the most appropriate serialization format
to represent RDF graphs is Notation-3 (N3). The
superiority of Notation-3 over its companion is due
to a number of its reasons including: (1) logic and
inference mechanism, (2) compact, persistent and
readable syntax, (3) advanced parsing mechanism,
(4) availability of open source visual and text based
editors, (5) and its expressive power to represent
any RDF graph.
Likewise, detailed comparisons of the main
features of Topic Maps serialization formats
DUH SUHVHQWHG LQ 7DEOH  ,W LV ¿QG RXW WKDW HYHU\
serialization format provides their own facilities,
and potentials to represent Topic Maps constructs
in different formats effectively. However, as a
conclusion of analysis, it is deduced that the most
appropriate serialization format to represent Topic
Maps documents is XTM. The superiority of XTM
over its companions is attributed due to some of its
prominent features including: (1) having advanced
IHDWXUHVWKDQ6*0/  XVHUIULHQGO\DQGÀH[LEOH
architecture, (3) high expressibility due to XML
based syntax, (4) simple interface, (5) automatic

translation facility, (6) availability of simple and
HI¿FLHQW YLVXDO HGLWRUV   DQG LWV DSSOLFDELOLW\
for both small scale and large scale projects.
Knowledge representation and navigation on the
Web can also be done easily by XTM as compared
to other serialization formats.
After analysis and comparison of the facts about
the RDF and Topic Maps serializations formats
presented expressively in the above two tables,
LW QRW GLI¿FXOW WR UHDFK DW D VROLG FRQFOXVLRQ ,W LV
found that both RDF and Topic Maps serialization
formats either XML based and non-XML based
can be compared using evaluation criteria.
Although the two sets of serialization formats
have some degree of differences but have majority
ratio of similarities, therefore, can be deemed as
inter-convertible with the introduction of some
technology. The list of similarities among both
of the technologies includes it XML based syntax,
its representation and navigation on the web, the
computation of internal and external resources,
advanced automatic translation facility, availability
of visual and text based editors, online open source
FRQYHUVLRQ VRIWZDUH DQG WKHLU ÀH[LEOH QDWXUH WR
be represented in any type of languages and their
underlying formats.
The two non- XML based serialization formats
(i.e., N3 and LTM) for RDF and Topic Maps
respectively have also several commonalities and
have the possibilities to be used together. Both
of the formats can write their own technologies
LQ D VLPSOH WH[W HGLWRU DYDLODELOLW\ RI SUH¿[HV IRU
URIs, having high speed of computability, and
UHSUHVHQWV LQIRUPDWLRQ LQ VLPSOH DQG HI¿FLHQW
documents requiring less space. Therefore, using
the underlying facts it is easy to conclude that we
can use RDF serialization formats for encoding
Topic Maps data and vice versa with the provision
of requiring development of advanced tools and
technologies supporting both of the technologies.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The freedom of World Wide Web has lead into
exponential growth of web pages containing
enormous contents such as text, images, videos,
and hyperlinks etc, resulting into the increase of
human’s cognitive overload. To elevate the problem
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and convert the web contents into machine readable
and interpretable format Semantic Web is deemed as
the ideal solution. To achieve the goals of Semantic
Web, a number of technologies are invented by the
research communities in the past several years
having their foundations in RDF and Topic Maps.
7RIXUWKHUUH¿QHWKHLGHDVDQGDFKLHYHKLJKOHYHORI
interoperability and machine readability, a number
of serialization formats are put forwarded by the
researchers.
In this paper we presented a comprehensive
overview of the taxonomy of Resource Description
Framework
(RDF) and Topic Maps (TMs)
serialization formats by classifying them into
XML based and non XML based. RDF and Topic
Maps data can be serialized into XML, non-XML,
or any other customized format. Thus, providing
ÀH[LELOLW\ DQG XVHU IULHQGOLQHVV IRU FUHDWLQJ ZHE
centric applications while pertaining the expressive
power of RDF and Topic Maps paradigms. It was
augmented by the critics that the leading factor
effecting RDF and Topic Maps interoperability is
the underlying serialization formats used by the
technologies. Therefore, to turn the vision of their
interoperability into reality, a common XML based
serialization syntax is needed which should be
understandable to both of the technologies. But,
LQ RXU LQYHVWLJDWLRQ ZH FDPH XS ZLWK ¿QGLQJ D
number of commonalities which could be exploited
effectively with the addition of novel advanced
technologies to turn the idea of interoperability
into possible. However, the introduction of such
advanced technologies is not pretty easy and still
needs a massive amount of research contributions
from the research communities.
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